
SNUG Primary session questions

Advocacy - how can we persuade schools to 
go?

Insights - Arbor provide a free version

We need to be confident in the advice we 
provide to our customers

Barriers

Register of 3rd parties which integrate with 
SIMS 8

Need to move FMS coincident

Functionality

GAP analysis

Meet statutory requirements - GDPR SAR

Full reporitng Meeting school and LA needs

Bringing SIMS to you

Are you going to dem SIMS Primary and 
promote it to academies?

What are the aims of the events?

Advocacy - business case for managers

Preparing SIMS data for migration

Merge contacts

Schedule of recommended activities

Dealing with data not being transferred

Preparing schools for migration What to do to archive data

Communication Plan

Release management Are they really going to allow us to deny 
schools access to functionality???

Support for new platform

Questions

SIMS Primary SNUG Day
18th September 2019

Q. [Dave] Are you maintaining a list of partners 
that will be using the APIs?

SIMS 8 API will be ready by the end of 
October 2019

Integration with Cornerstone HR

Q. [Ian] How confident are you that you meet 
the delivery dates shown on the slides?

A. Will communicate if the dates are to slip

Q. [Dave] Will the replacement of MyAccount

A. [Alan] Replacing MyAccount – Targeting 
November 2019

Q. …

A. [Alan] Recruiting a new communications 
manager

Dave – need proper relationship managers

Q. [Dave] How can we stay one step ahead of 
the supported customers

A. What does that process start to look like? 
New screens, etc. – LSUs will have to be 
informed
• Dave: The process needs to be 
defined
• Steve: Perhaps LSUs get the 
heads-up and the demo tenants get 
the new features early
• Alan: The general principle is 
that new functionality is switched 
off by default until communicated
• Ian: Will that include the 
ability to switch on for specific 
schools?
• Alan: That’s the intention – 
but for things that will be 
switched on automatically, 
notification will be given in 
plenty of time
• Kim: We need to know the 
processes for migration, etc.
• Alan: We anticipated problems 
with the pilot schools
• Alan: We will take you through 
the process

Q James (RM): Why don’t you 
integrate something into SIMS 7 
now, via SSM, which will do a test 
against migration, to report of 
school issues.

Q. [Ian] Can we have access to the SIMS 8 
feedback given by supported schools?

A. We can see how that would be useful. How 
that would be achieved would have to be 
devised.

Q. [Warrington] Will all the Attendance reports 
be there?
A. Most are there but there are undoubtably 
some missing

Q: GDPR?
A: Can be met in SIMS Primary now (a series 
of reports) but are working on a SAR reporting 
mechanism

Q: Don’t seem to be as many fields in the 
reporting dictionary of SIMS 7
A: They may just not be visible

Q: [Dave] We need a GAP analysis
A: Leave that with me!

Q. If a school asked when they could go to 
SIMS Primary now, what timescales could we 
give them?
A. [Alan] Subject to their needs, it could be 
done in short order

Bob – We want to work with each LSU to 
create a unique business/migration plan

Q. Instant messaging in SIMS ParentApp?
A. It is there for SIMS 7 and in basic comms in 
SIMS 8

Q. Can we have a number of LSU accounts 
that will allow login to all our schools?
A. A formal response will be provided – but

Q. In-house trackers in use in Rochdale. Can 
they be picked up and dropped into SIMS 8?
A. No, the template will need to be rebuilt. The 
new SIMS 8 are much more functional. They 
can be built once and then distributed.

Q. The new Assessment resources build by 
Capita, will they be available in SIMS 8?
A. They will be in the resource catalogue

Q. Resource utility to distribute reports – can 
we target a report to one site?
A. Yes

Q. What happens if we want to replace a 
report with a new version? Would the school 
get a replacement version rather than an 
additional report.
A. Will come back with an answer

Q. If a report referenced the a UDF used in all 
schools, can it be distributed?
A. Yes, in theory. Perhaps in future you’d be 
able to distribute the report and the UDF…

Q. Can you bring in historical results into 
Assessment?
A. There is an import routine
Q. Does that mean that data won’t come 
across in migration?
A. Results will come across - but the formula 
won’t.

Q. [Dave] All results have to come across
A. The process is there to migrate all historical 
results – but schools should have to choose 
what to migrate.

Q. Can we import Assessment Manager 
results files?
A. Capita will come back with the answer

Q. [Richard] Will the current staff and current 
contacts assessments be migrated?
A. Capita will come back with an answer

Q. How easy is it to import data into UDFs in 
SIMS 8?
A. Capita to come back with the answer

Q. How many genders in SIMS Primary?
A. Capita will change the software to be in line 
with DfE statutory requirements

Q. Where is SIMS Secondary up to?
A. Q1 2020
            Cover is being built
            Exams – a lot of work going on

Q. Will Exams work with SIMS 7?
A. Potentially – but not yet decided

20% rebate on parental engagement apps

Q. [Elaine] Will there be a claim back for SIMS 
Primary?
A. No current claim back but will be looked at
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